TREVELYAN COLLEGE JCR MINUTES

JCR Executive Committee Meeting 2022
1st October 2022 at 6:00pm
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INDIVIDUAL REPORTS

SW: Events are done (6 events) and went well. Buttery open since yesterday
TH: Preparing for tomorrow’s JCR meeting
GS: running the bar and going well. Trying to think of name for new mocktail. It’s a bar!
TS and LN: We’ve been running freshers week and it’s gone well
GM: Last formal (the landing formal) went well and preparing for next formal which is on Tuesday. Also
someone put ramen in a kettle
ER: I’ve been welfaring.
GL: Budget for freshers is looking nice and got some refund on stash. A profit for freshers week!
MT: Been working on refund for frep stash, no one intentionally caused chaos for formal on Sunday which
is good and TrevTalks went alright!
CW: I’ve been dealing with BRP collection and medical screenings during freshers week and setting up
language cafe
RV: I’ve been doing publicity stuff for freshers week, for the Instagram posts and facebook, and setting up
the website for the new year
JL: My freshers week event was the Bop on Tuesday.
YA: I ran the freshers fair on Wednesday, it went well but some people didn’t show up because they went
to SU one instead. Talking to the societies that haven’t had taster sessions yet, if they want to do a tester
session.
DH: Freshers week went well, really responsive frepping team. Well done! Most my updates on the agenda.
I have contacted photo people for 2nd years big year group photo, joined a working group and we have our
first meeting in November, been having discussions with Pool President about negations with finance, and
have also opened discussion with college about boiler in bar

Freshers Week Overview and Intercollegiate Communications
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TS and LN: Overall went quite well, no major issues with freshers, all events were successful and
people came and said they really enjoyed us
TS and LN: It would be interesting to know how people got their source of information for
events, which would help next year with publicity.
TS and LN: Overall, a great success and thanks for all your help!
TS and LN: On another note, we were quite disappointed that we were only college out doing the
night outs everything and most communications between all the head freps was about night out.
A lot of colleges said we are at night club x, so we will only be at club x.
DH: Last year presidents requested for freshers week doc, more or less outlined needs to be
university confirmed. This was only given to us like a week before freshers week, which was well
after everything was planned.
DH, TS and LN: The university essentially said that they can’t take care of freps, and said its not
particularly our role as freps to look after fresh. Some colleges wholly adopted this and so didn’t
send any evening freps out. It is nice that we are out there supporting the fresh and ensuring their
safe return, but it would be nice to have more freps from other colleges out and about.
TS and LN: Might be a nice idea to have the future head freps talk with each other a bit more and
prepare for next years cohorts better.
SW: No drinking policy for freps, is this a uni wide thing or just Trevs? I think it is quite an
important policy.
DH: Some colleges like trevs have dry policy, others drink but not drunk and essentially just there
for emergency. Next JCR Pres Committee meeting is next week so send to me
MT: Before my time there was some communication between colleges about who was monitoring
river. Could we bring that back?
DH: That goes against uni policy technically, unlikely to happen with colleges.
TS and LN: What about the open day type thing, where we have people paid to keep people safe
and check they are walking the right path?
DH: Yeah could do, I’ll bring that up in the next meeting.

JCR Meeting
TH: Start like 6:10 ish, it is going to be presented as a compulsory event but if they need to go for
like a rehearsal then let them. Pizza arriving just before meeting!
SW: If they are responsible as they seem to be, how will all the freshers fit in the bar?
TH: Worst case JKH?
YA: What about saying no freps?
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TH: No, its open to everyone. And it is the last event as a frep, and a thank you in a way.
DH: I mean told not to say it was compulsory, so need a better way of advertising
JL: Is the bar open?
GS: Yeah
JL: Are you live streaming?
TH: Yeah, it is like a normal meeting.
GS: Yeah, worst case if we can’t all fit in, we could get a laptop and HDMI a laptop into it in the
Undercroft
TH: Okay so we have now changed the posts and this will be uploaded after the meeting
TH: So to run through, opening , pizza will be there, introductions (who you are, your job) 1
minute (1 big event / thing you’ve done) and 1 thing you will be running / organising this term,
tier 2 introductions (mandated to come)
DH: Could encourage all sports presidents to come?
TH: Err yeah.
YA: I could, I guess.
TH: Yeah can you please talk to sports captains?
TH: Then tier 3 intros, then onto motions, frep formal thank you dinner, probably won’t get any
questions, formal dinner motion rules with Grace and Dorian.
RV: Is it going to be acted out?
DH: We could do it like safety videos on airlines. (proceeds to act it out)
TH: Be careful as these motions, make sure it is presented as it is okay to have an opinion and they
share their opinion and vote yes or no accordingly. We could say what would happen if someone
proposes an amendment?
DH: Yeah sounds good.
TH: Main motion is a sports motion proposed by Squash Pres Pool.
DH: Do you want a summary?
TH: In Michaelmas, this motion will allow sports societies to apply for more money than the
standard £300 to go towards strengthening their skills, scheme is on trial basis. Short term is 1 or 2
societies, and if it goes ahead long terms as many societies we can get.
MT: Should we ask questions?
TH: Yes, ask questions. If I ask the standard any questions on clarity or substance and no one has
anything, I will look very foolish
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SW: At the start of the meeting is there an introduction to what a JCR meeting is and that they
can submit motions
TH: Yeah that’s the plan
DH: Great thing to advertise JCR meeting
YA: Are you bringing the gavel?
TH: Yes, I will. At the beginning and for motions passing.
YA: When will it finish?
TH: Er, I’d imagine quarter to 8
TS: Head Frep report?
TH: Yeah good idea, a list of things that you have done as a summary and then plug the feedback
form
DH: Spread yourself out and don’t make us look like a clique.
TH: Yeah sit with your fresh, spread and enjoy. I will delegate someone to click the powerpoint
for me.

Formals

DH: First formal is academic formal which is for all first year undergraduates free. All resident
first years have been allocated a seat. On 13th Executive dinner with JCR, MCR, SCR. Book online
with the new link and use the fancy new system. Second formal is 25th October, usually the
Diwali formal. Going ahead, and usually a bar night after that. 2 more formals, November with
MCR with a theme if you want)
GM and DH: Some sort of event in October cupcakes decoration for breast cancer awareness and /
or formal in November?
JL: What about a themed unplugged, or karaoke?
DH: Okay so October karoke event and then November Movember Black Tie Formal (needs Issac
approval).
DH: Christmas Formal on in December potentially joined with a pantomime
DH: Informal Returners Gala back again, do we have any ideas for this? Thinking a bar night.
DH: One pressing event, usually at the start of the year, we have a returners event. However.
with this academic formal on Tuesday a bit difficult to do a formal. So I propose bar night, next
Friday or Saturday branded as returners just to invite people to ask.
YA: I think bar night might be more popular than formals with returners.
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JL: What about Saturday night, its locals night, and they would probably want to go out and do
something?
JL: Thinking of vintage bar night, what do you think?
GL: Yeah general idea to send old trevs stuff at cheap price and a great bar night (not including
this year)
WB: As I was saying, I will be running in the by-election to represent Trevs at assembly. This is a
college-wide election, but it is not run by JCR but actually the SU. However, I presume I’m the
only candidate, so am happy to run my campaign in accordance with JCR rules around
campaigning. Just be aware, the dates are 24th – 28th October. I’m more than happy to talk about it
so feel free to ask me questions or anything.
TH: Important issue that we need to continue to monitor

ACTION POINTS

TS, LN, DH: To create a feedback form for freshers week
GS, DH: Find capacity for the bar
YA: Check Isaac is okay with October breast cancer awareness event and November Movember
Formal
JL: Talk to Isaac about running events like karaoke?
CW: To make a post for the international freshers facebook group about dealing with the flu and
covid and cold in the UK
DH, JL: Contact Lyn and Rowan about returners bar night
Everyone: Any comments for DH to bring to JCR Presidents Committee by the end of this week
Everyone: Send DH report about what you did and what could go better report for freshers week
and comments for head freps to take into account etc.
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